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1. Interpret the quote in the context of what you learned. See margin.
2. Look at the frequency table in Example 2. Imagine the 33 prices
listed in ascending order. If the prices were numbered using subscripts fuom prto Pr, the middle pdce would be price number p17.
Use the frequency table to find the median. $750

TEACH
Exercise 6
lf students are getting the

wrong answers, analyze
their work step by step to
determine if they misunderstood a concept earlier in
the process which is affecting their final answer.

3. Find the mode of the distribution from Example L' $700
4. Find the range of the distribution from Example 1. $660
5. Martina found the mean of the data from Example 1 by adding
the prices in the first column and dividing by the number of
prices she added. Her answer was incorrect. Explain what error she

ANSWERS
1. You need facts-data-to
back up any theory you

have. Using convenient
anecdotal evidence to
create a theory is not

made. Martina did not take into account the frequency of each price.

6. Brian looked up prices of thirteen used Chevrolet HHR "retro" trucks
in the classified ads and found these prices: $8,500, $8,500, $8,500,

wise.
6a,

Price

$
$

Frequency

8,500
9.900

3

$10,800
$11,000
$12,500

2

$13,000

2

$14,500

1

$23,000

1

rcations

1

1

2

7b. lf the data has an
outlier, then a modified
boxplot would more
appropriately rePresent
the data.

$9,900, $10,800, $10,800, $11,000, $12,500, $12,500, $13,000,
$13,000, $14,500, and $23,000.
a. Make a fuequency table for this data s€t. See margin.
b. Find the mean. Round to the nearest dollar. $12,038
c. Find the median. $11,ooo
d. Find the mode. $8,500
e. Find the range. $14,500
f. Find the four quartiles. o, = $9,200; o, = $'11,000; o. = $13,000; oo = $23,ci'1
g. Find the interquartile range. $3,800
h. Find the boundary for the upper outliers. $18,700
i. Find the boundary for the lower outliers. $3,500
i, How many outliers are there?
k. Draw a modified box-and-whisker plot. Label it. See additional answe-!
1

7. Enter the data from Exampte 1 in your calculator.
a. Create a box-and-whisker plot using the d4ta from Example 1'
b. How wourd you determine if it *",itJo. "tf3rttltfgiStl,gSi3'.
modified boxplot for this data? See margin.
c. How many outliers are there in this distribution? 0

8. Megan has a friend at work who is selling a used
Honda. The car has 60,000 miles on it. Megan comparison shops and finds these prices for the same car.

a. Find the mean price of the 5 prices listed. $18'320
b. How many of these cars are priced below the

c.
d.

mean? g
Find the median Price. $18,ooo
How many of these cars are priced below the
median? z
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$22,000
$19,000
$18,000
$16,700
$15,900

9. Megan, from Exercise 8, decides to get more information about the
Mileage, x
Piice, y
cars she researched. The table has prices and mileages for the same
21,000
$22,000
used car. In addition to the statistics she has learned in this chapter,
30,000
$19,000
Megan decides to use her linear regression skills from Chapter 2 to
40,000
see if there is a relationship between the prices and the mileage. She
$18,000
hopes ti use this knowledge to negotiate with sellers.
51,000
$16,700
a. Ent'fr the data into your calculator. Find the regression equation.
55,000
$15,900
Round to the nearest hundredth. y = -0.16x + 24,722.26
b. Find the correlation coefficient r. Round to three decimal places. r= -0.970
c. Is the regression equation a good predictor of price, given the
TEACH
mileage? Explain. Yes; r is close to -1.
Exercise 10
d. The car Megan is considering has 60,000 miles on it and the price
Point out to students that if a
is $19,000. Discuss her negotiating strategy. Explain on what
distribution has no outliers,
grounds she should try to get a lower price. See margin.
then the boxplot and modified boxplot are the same.

lO. The Cold Spring High School student government polled randomly
selected seniors and asked them how much money they spent on
gas in the last week. The following stem-and-leaf plot shows the data
they collected.
I
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Exercise 12
lf a student has trouble with
this problem, have them

7

review Example 2 in Skills
and Strategies.Then they can
apply the operations shown
to the algebraic representation required for this answer.

82

How many students were polled? zo
Find the mean to the nearest cent. g62.11
Find the median. g65 {f
Find the mode. $sg 3 i

iill lff I:lflJ"T, ,",6?-f;g
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ANSWERS
9d. When 60,000 miles is
substituted into the
regression equation,
the predicted price is

o,={ut o,={,{, o^Ko

What percent of the students spent $53 or more on gas? tsW
Find the interquartile range. $zz
What percent of the students spent from $53 to $75 on gas? soz
Find the boundary for the lower outliers. gzo
Find the boundary for the upper outliers. g1o8
How many outliers are there? t
m. Draw a modified boxplot. See additional answers.
11. A group of randomly-selected recent college graduates were asked
how much the monthly payment is on their student loan. The
responses are shown in the stem-and-leaf plot.
a. What is the total frequency? ra
b. How many people had monthly payments between $2L0 and

c.

d.

11

key is clear the format is
accepta ble.

7

6
8

Exercise

This stem-and-leaf is different than the previous
ones, but as long as the

$21.9? o

app roximatelV $15,1 22.

That is almost $4,000
lower than the asking
price for the car.That
is sufficient reason to
ask for the price to be
lowered.

17

2355
578

18

'7

16

19

20

',7

246
l1

2I

5566
t6l2: $162

22

What is the mode monthly payment?
What is the median monthly
payment? $189.50

g226

12. Express the mean of the data set shown in the
frequency table algebraically. xv + 5w + 64 + 18v

y+v+9

Price

Frequency

x

v

W

5

16

4

18

Graph Frequency Distributions

